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McDonaldization is a term coined by George Ritzer that refers to a social order based McDonaldization with his book,
The McDonaldization of Society. sociologist Max Weber's theory of how scientific rationality produced bureaucracy , The
Meaning of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft in Sociology.

Log in to MySocLab. This essay will scrutinize some examples about Mcdonaldization and Ikeaization
Globalization : Mcdonaldization Or Ikeaization? Moreover, McDonald's adapts to local cultures and cuisines,
serving noodle dishes in Asian countries, along with the Big Macs, and allows local owners to vary the menu
according to local tastes. Ritzer emphasizes the former, but neglects the hyperreal cultural aspects of the
McDonald's experience in which consumption of sign value is as fundamental as actually consuming the
products in the act of eating. New York: Guilford. New York: Seabury Books. In my own view, Ritzer's book
is valuable for provoking a theoretical and practical debate concerning key novel and defining features of our
contemporary world and forcing us to define our response to crucial aspects of our everyday life. Ritzer also
demonstrated that the historical event also possessed some rational features and characteristic of
McDonaldization. Ritzer is able to apply his concepts to phenomena ranging from work to leisure, from food
to media, from education to politics. Shopping malls offer retail stores, restaurants, fitness centers, even
condominiums. The products themselves are heavily dependent on chemical additives and artificial substances
for their flavor, texture, and materiality, and can thus serve as examples of artificially-produced food stuffs.
We have chain restaurants instead of local eateries. The social dynamics of McDonaldization are more
complicated to evaluate, however, and Ritzer leaves us with the challenge to determine which forms of
McDonaldization are positive and beneficial and which are harmful and destructive. In this book, he describes
the phenomenon happening and our society. Concluding Remarks In sum and to conclude, Ritzer's study is
valuable for helping us better understand important changes in the contemporary world that enable us to
practically intervene and shape the social conditions that circumscribe our everyday experience and to
empower us against oppressive forces. This involves producing individual and group strategies of resistance,
as well as the production of viable and socially responsible alternatives. Clarke, Lecture 2 Within this theory,
the concept of cultural imperialism can be observed as it is directly connected. When travelling, seeking food
or shelter in unfamiliar environments, or utilizing machines and products, one often wants rationalized and
predictable forms of goods and services, while other times one goes for the more novel and unpredictable
experience. McDonald's products thus constitute a technological model of fast-food production and
consumption reconstituting food itself, using food technologies to produce novel substances, tastes, and
substitutions, and hence anticipating the artificial technofoods of the future. This kind of work devalues labor
and takes away workers' bargaining power. To critics who argue that such condemnation negates the popular
pleasures of members of socio-economic groups other than one's own, I would argue that there are a variety of
objective reasons devolving around health, environment, economics, and politics that would justify critique of
McDonald's and resistance to its products. Computer data bases simplified this process and I was able to
publish my book on the Gulf War the year after the event itself Kellner , thanks to the use of Nexis-Lexis data
bases, as well as PeaceNet and alternative sources. While wandering through the space of the local
McDonald's -- a three-story building within a densely populated urban region --, I noticed that the place was
packed with students studying, young people talking, and couples coupling. Postmodern society is a consumer
society that invents new means of consumption, such as credit cards , shopping malls , and shopping networks.
Wage rates average between six cents and eight cents an hour--well below subsistence levels. And, like Marx
and Durkheim, he feared that industrialization would have negative effects on individuals. The principle of the
efficiency is connected with the acceleration of the life rhytm and is characterised by the on-time approach,
the accelerated service, the ordered operations, the tough schedule and each aspect is oriented towards the time
minimization. The examples involve the filling online tax forms, fast passes that are used by Walt Disney
Company, the online dating services and social media, which allows to avoid wasting efforts, energy,
materials and money in order to receive a positive result. Status, on the other hand, was based on noneconomic
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factors such as education, kinship, and religion. New York: Monthly Review Press. On the other hand, one is
sometimes forced to utilize services or products from large McDonaldized corporations if there are no
reasonable alternatives. One of the threats to national traditions as a result of globalization is Americanization
or spread of American values. Ritzer asserts that these characteristics are not only observable in production,
work, and in the consumer experience , but that their defining presence in these areas extends as ripple effects
through all aspects of social life. Ritzer's critical optic is similar to some extent to the Frankfurt School
critique of mass society that expands homogenization, standardization, commodification, and instrumental
rationality in such ways that produce a decline of individuality, freedom, and, in Habermas' terminology,
create a colonization of the life world by the social system. Does his theory hold up under modern scrutiny?
Larger forces overwhelm the power of people to adapt and innovate in ways that preserve their autonomy. The
basic idea is that these elements have been adapted based on the characteristics of a fast-food
restaurantâ€”efficiency, calculability, predictability and standardization, and controlâ€”and that this adaptation
has ripple effects throughout all aspects of society. For instance, the automatic machines for self-order aims to
avoid the queues and minimizes the interaction between customers and staff.


